
Pinnacle Aviation's Bodyguards Pro - A Review of an
Amazing Portable Gopro Camera
 

The company APEX Cameras provides an awesome line of camcorders with some awesome

features. However, they only released the Extreme Sport series a few months ago. The

demand has been so great, they are now releasing another angle of view of the same sport,

the Apexcam HD. The price is just right for this high quality camcorder. If you love sports and

would like to record every incredible moment then this is the camcorder for you. 

 

Top customer reviews on BestReviews.Tips Canada When you compared APEXCAM HD to

others on the market, it is indeed very much a bargain. The specs are excellent for a

camcorder at this price point, including the amazing new wide screen and built in zoom. One

thing I especially appreciate about the Amazon Kindle Fire HD is that it will allow me to

download full games for it, which is very nice. But in addition to the Amazon Kindle Fire HD, I

also have the option of buying the included AV cable, which enables me to connect my

laptop to the HD without any hassle. 

 

The Amazon Kindle Fire HD has all the features I want from an action camera: the front, rear

and screen capture. It also has excellent wide angle imaging and image stabilisation for a

smoother video experience, but as I said, the Amazon Kindle Fire HD is not the only

camcorder with these features. For example, if you take a look at the Sony apiring CCD

camcorder, you can see some fantastic camcorder features and high quality images. In fact,

it has many of the same features as the Amazon Kindle Fire HD, but for a lot less money! 

https://bestreviewsca.com/apexcam-electronics_16927/


 

 

Another great thing about the APEX Camcorder is that it has a solid, shock-resistant body. I

like to take videos outdoors anyway, so having a camera that is fully covered in shock proof

plastic is extremely important. Also, the BodyGuard Pro is incredibly tough and durable,

which means that it will be perfectly safe to use in water or even just thrown in the back of a

truck. The BodyGuard Pro can also withstand drops by up to 100ft, so you know that this is

more than possible to get your action film into the hands of the distributor. This is of course,

provided the footage is captured with the BodyGuard Pro in a completely protected

environment. 

 

Having a WiFi connection is also a big plus. Because the APEX Camcorder has an LCD

screen, I can quickly see what is going on with the footage without having to read the

manual. So, instead of having to fiddle around with the manual, I can simply access the

internet and see what is happening. Yes, it is quite simple to do this. It's especially

convenient because I often travel with my camera and having a WiFi connection means I can

bring the internet wherever I am - which means I can shoot footage in places I might not

normally be able to. 

 

Of course, the other thing that makes the APEX camcorder the perfect camcorder for me is



that I can shoot footage in both standard definition and high definition formats. Because the

BodyGuard Pro has an LCD screen, I can easily choose what I want to record and then

switch it up as I want to, rather than having to guess at what I want to do. Also, I can have

both at the same time, which gives me a lot more flexibility. I can now record in 4k resolution

without worrying about the amount of memory that the camera has, because the BodyGuard

Pro has a spacious internals. Also, the included tripod is extremely sturdy, which also means

I can bring the tripod wherever I go, which is great when I need to travel long distances. 

 

Finally, I must mention the Image Stabilisation built into the Bodyguard Pro, which is another

feature I really like. Having an image stabilisation built into a camera is a big advantage over

other models, as it means that you don't have to worry about the camera getting shake if

you're holding it in one hand whilst you point the other at the target. The built in image

stabilisation works very well, especially when recording, which explains why I can shoot

without a problem. To top off my compliments on the stabilisation, I must also mention that

the BodyGuard Pro is the first waterproof case for a gopro camera that I've seen. 

 

In short, the Bodyguards Pro is a really good camera for those who are looking for an easy to

use, affordable waterproof camera. It doesn't have the most powerful features, but it does

have some great options and extras. For example, the included tripod is quite sturdy and

robust, and the waterproof case that comes with it is highly resistant to water. Overall, the

Bodyguards Pro is a great choice for anyone looking for an easy to use, reliable waterproof

camera, and is well worth considering for those who want an image stabilisation that comes

standard with every gopro camera. If you're looking for a great waterproof camera, you

should definitely check out the Bodyguards Pro! 


